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STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF ORAL ARGUMENT 

 

 Appellees respectfully request oral argument in this case. This case has 

proceeded through eight years of litigation resulting in an extensive record, much 

of which is relevant to the parties’ arguments on appeal. Oral argument will assist 

this Court in answering any questions this Court may have about the extensive 

record developed below and further relating the relevant legal principles to the 

record. Appellees believe oral argument will be of significant benefit to the Court.
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INTRODUCTION 

 The overwhelming evidence in this case—confirmed by the jury’s verdict—

demonstrates that Appellants FTS USA, LLC and UNITEK USA, LLC 

(collectively “FTS”) engaged in a brazen pattern and practice of underpaying 

overtime. The proof of this scheme presented at trial was vast and largely 

uncontroverted. Appellees presented weeks of testimony from workers, managers, 

administrators, and executives, as well as extensive timekeeping and payroll 

data—all confirming the company’s illegal practice. 

 In light of this overwhelming evidence, FTS trains its sights not on the jury’s 

verdict, but on the Fair Labor Standards Act’s (“FLSA”) collective action 

mechanism itself. In FTS’s view, the law affords no common remedy for a group 

of employees injured by an employer’s systemic practice of underpaying wages. 

The district court rejected FTS’s repeated attacks on the court’s certification and 

trial decisions; the court’s thorough and well-reasoned orders should be affirmed. 

 The district court correctly concluded—let alone properly exercised its 

considerable discretion in deciding—that Appellees are “similarly situated” and 

therefore entitled to collective treatment under the FLSA. Appellees all performed 

the same job, worked under a single job description, and received wages under a 

uniform compensation plan. More fundamentally, Appellees were all subject to 

FTS’s time-shaving policy, under which technicians were encouraged, instructed, 
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and often forced to underreport their hours worked. Under this Court’s precedent, 

“showing a ‘unified policy’ of violations is not required.” O’Brien v. Ed Donnelly 

Enters., Inc., 575 F.3d 567, 584 (6th Cir. 2009). But where, as here, employees 

“suffer from a single, FLSA-violating policy,” it is “clear that plaintiffs are 

similarly situated.” Id. at 585. Given the overwhelming evidence of FTS’s illegal 

time-shaving policy, the district court’s certification decisions must be upheld.  

 Recognizing the difficulties inherent in overcoming the district court’s 

certification orders, FTS faults the district court for allowing Appellees to present 

representative testimony at trial. Although FTS omits any mention of it, the parties 

agreed, in a jointly-filed stipulation to the court, to a plan contemplating 

representative discovery and trial. The district court held FTS bound by the terms 

of its bargain; this Court should do the same. Even absent any agreement, however, 

there is little doubt that the use of representative testimony was appropriate here. It 

is well settled that “[t]he testimony of fairly representative employees may be the 

basis for an award of back wages to nontestifying employees.” U.S. Dep’t of Labor 

v. Cole Enters., Inc., 62 F.3d 775, 781 (6th Cir. 1995).  

 FTS’s objections to the district court’s award of damages are similarly 

misplaced. As this Court has recognized, “where the employer’s records are 

inaccurate or inadequate,” employees may “show the amount and extent of [their] 

work as a matter of just and reasonable inference.” Id. at 779 (citing Anderson v. 
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Mt. Clemens Pottery Co., 328 U.S. 680, 688 (1946)). Once employees have carried 

their relaxed burden under Mount Clemens, “the court may then award 

damages…even though the result be only approximate.” Id. A “district court …has 

a great deal of discretion in determining the most accurate amount to be awarded.” 

Brock v. Norman’s Country Mkt., Inc., 835 F.2d 823, 828 (11th Cir. 1988). The 

district court faithfully applied these principles in awarding damages compensating 

the employees for their unpaid time.  

The FLSA’s collective action mechanism “serves an important remedial 

purpose.” O’Brien, 575 F.3d at 584. At the same time, collective actions reinforce 

“the deterrent effect which Congress plainly intended that [the FLSA] should 

have.” See Brooklyn Sav. Bank v. O’Neil, 324 U.S. 697, 709 (1945). Permitting an 

employer to engage in a pattern and practice of underpaying employees—while 

evading collective adjudication of liability and damages—would gravely 

undermine the FLSA’s core remedial and deterrence functions.  

The district court’s judgment should be affirmed.  

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 

1. Whether the district court abused its discretion in determining that Appellees 

are “similarly situated” and allowing Appellees to facilitate the presentation 

of their case through representative proof. 
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2. Whether the district court’s award of damages was supported by a just and 

reasonable inference and consistent with the FLSA and Constitution. 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

I. FACTS.
1
 

 

 A. Parties. 

 

 Appellant FTS is in the cable television business. (R.453: Downey Direct, 

PageID.11063.) But FTS is not a cable television provider. Rather, FTS contracts 

with companies such as Comcast and Time Warner to provide those companies 

with technicians. (R.460: Perkins Direct, PageID.11871.) FTS’s role in the cable 

industry is simple: to provide human labor to cable companies who need it. (Id.) 

 Appellant UNITEK USA, LLC (“UNITEK”) is FTS’s parent company. 

(R.453: Downey Direct, PageID.11063.) UNITEK is in the business of wireless, 

telecommunication, cable, and satellite services. (Id.) UNITEK provides common 

human resources and payroll functions to its subsidiary companies, including FTS. 

(Id. at 11068.)  

 FTS is headquartered in Madison, Tennessee. (R.453: Downey Direct, 

PageID.11068.) According to FTS CEO Chris Perkins, FTS operates in 31 

                                                           
1
 Unless otherwise indicated, the facts are drawn from the record developed at trial. 

“[O]nce [a] case proceeds to trial, the full record developed in court supersedes the 

record existing at the time of the summary judgment motion.” Mengelkamp v. Lake 

Metro. Hous. Auth., 549 Fed. Appx. 323, 329 (6th Cir. 2013). This Court must 

“view all facts in the light most favorable to the jury’s verdict.” See Coal Res., Inc. 

v. Gulf & W. Indus., 865 F.2d 761, 767 (6th Cir. 1989).  
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locations principally located in Tennessee, Texas, Alabama, Mississippi, Florida, 

and Arkansas. (R.460: Perkins Direct, PageID.11871-74.) Each location where 

FTS operates is called a “profit center” or “PC.” (Id. at 11905.) 

 FTS employs a top-down, uniform company hierarchy. FTS is run by Chris 

Perkins, the company CEO, and Mike Brooks, the President. (R.460: Perkins 

Direct, PageID.11872.) Perkins and Brooks oversee a team of regional directors, 

including Senior Director Jerry Taylor. (R.460: Perkins Direct, PageID.11873; 

R.459: Brooks Direct, PageID.11755.) Each FTS location, or profit center, has a 

single manager, called a “project manager,” who is responsible for carrying out 

FTS’s policies. (R.453: Downey Direct, PageID.11070; R.460: Perkins Cross, 

PageID.11905.) A group of supervisors work under the project managers. (R.453: 

Downey Direct, PageID.11070.) And at the bottom of the company hierarchy: the 

cable technicians, who report to the supervisors and project managers. (Id.) 

 Appellees are a group of 296 cable technicians who were employed by FTS. 

(R.463: Jury Instructions, PageID.12254.
2
) Appellees worked at a variety of profit 

centers. However, according to FTS’ payroll records, over 52 percent of the work 

performed by Appellees (measured by total workweeks within the statute of 

limitations) occurred at just three FTS locations: Leesburg, Florida, Little Rock, 

Arkansas, and Memphis, Tennessee. (Exs.11, 38: Payroll Records; Appellants’ 

                                                           
2
 The parties stipulated at trial that Appellees were jointly employed by FTS and 

UNITEK. (See id.) 
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Appendix Electronic Spreadsheets.) By the same metric, over 71 percent of 

Appellees’ work was performed in just seven locations: Leesburg, Little Rock, and 

Memphis, as well as Murfreesboro, Tennessee, Madison, Tennessee, Huntsville, 

Arkansas, and Montgomery, Alabama. (Id.) 

 B. Technicians’ Uniform Job Duties and Compensation. 

 

  (1) Technicians’ Job Duties. 

The day-to-day work of technicians varies little regardless of location. At the 

beginning of the workday, technicians report to the FTS profit center, and begin by 

studying that day’s job orders, gathering necessary equipment, and filling out 

paperwork. (R.451: Lighty Direct, PageID.10844-45; R.455: Gary Direct, 

PageID.11399; R.447: Dabbs Direct, PageID.10265; R.447: Kurk Direct, 

PageID.10311-12; R.458: Louden Direct, PageID.11703.)  

 FTS receives a stream of jobs from the cable companies, and assigns these 

jobs to individual technicians through a dispatch system. (R.455: Williams Direct, 

PageID.11497; R.447: Kurk Direct, PageID.10313-14.) Technicians structure their 

day within a set of daily timeframes—for example, 8 to 10 a.m., 10 a.m. to noon, 

noon to 2 p.m., 2 to 4 p.m., and after 4 p.m. (R.447: Dabbs Direct, PageID.10266; 

R.449: Vanattia Direct, PageID.10499; R.456: Hunt Direct, PageID.11611.) Cable 

companies tell their customers that technicians will perform requested work during 

a given timeframe, and FTS expects its technicians to do their work on time. 
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(R.449: Queen Direct, PageID.10552; R.449: Vanattia Direct, PageID.10498; 

R.447: Williams Cross, PageID.10214.) 

Technicians spend their workdays principally installing and servicing cable 

products at homes and businesses. (R.449: Vanattia Direct, PageID.10494; R.456: 

Hunt Direct, PageID.11608; R.447: Kurk Direct, PageID.10310-11.) FTS 

maintains a uniform job description for all technicians. (R.459: Brooks Cross, 

PageID.11786; Ex.6: FTS Job Description; Appendix, p.370.) Regardless of 

location, “the great majority of techs do the same thing day in and day out which is 

install cable.” (R.459: Brooks Cross, PageID.11809-10.)  

 (2) FTS’s Uniform Timekeeping System. 

 FTS uses a single timekeeping system companywide. At each location, time 

is recorded by hand on daily and weekly time sheets. (Id. at 11787; R.453: Lighty 

Redirect, PageID.11051; R.456: Perry Direct, PageID.11519; Exs.1, 3, 12-37: 

Weekly timesheets; Appendix, pp.49-202, 204-61, 265-320, 431-802; Ex.5: Daily 

sheets; Appendix, p.369.) FTS does not use a time clock or other similar system to 

track time. (R.459: Brooks Cross, PageID.11787.) 

 (3) FTS’s Uniform Compensation Plan. 

 FTS also employs a single compensation plan regardless of location. Each 

week, project managers from each FTS location transmit technicians’ weekly 

timesheets to the director of payroll at UNITEK. (R.453: Shockman Direct, 
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PageID.11123, 11126.) FTS pays technicians pursuant to a piece rate 

compensation plan where each assigned job is worth a set amount of pay. (R.453: 

Downey Direct, PageID.11073; R.459: Brooks Cross, PageID.11809.) 

 C. FTS’s Time-Shaving Policy. 

 

At the center of this case lies FTS’s policy of requiring its technicians to 

systematically underreport their hours. FTS would have this Court believe—just as 

it argued to the jury—that the company’s time-shaving practice is the work of a 

few unrepresentative rogue managers and technicians. The evidence does not 

support this view. FTS’s illegal policy originates with company executives, who 

regard time shaving as a central pillar of the company’s business model and 

sustained profitability. FTS managers, following orders from above, direct 

technicians to underreport their hours, threaten consequences if technicians do not 

comply, and falsify timesheets when necessary. And the experience of the 

technicians, taken as whole, illuminates a basic truth: the underreporting of time is 

not a rare or isolated deviation from a lawful policy; underreporting is the company 

policy.  

(1) FTS’s Profit Motive. 

 

 FTS is in a competitive business. (R.459: Brooks Cross, PageID.11782.) In a 

given market, FTS competes with other contractors for jobs from the cable 

companies. (R.460: Perkins Direct, PageID.11875.) FTS’s largest operating 
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expense is labor. (R.459: Conn Cross, PageID.11846-47.) The mathematics of 

FTS’s sustained profitability is straightforward: to make a profit, FTS must take in 

more money from cable companies than it pays out to technicians. As one former 

FTS manager put it, “It’s a demanding job trying to balance your profits and loss.” 

(R.454: Christianson Direct, PageID.11287.)  

Another former project manager, Anthony Louden, offered powerful direct 

evidence of the profit-driven justification for FTS’s time-shaving practice. Louden 

participated in weekly meetings with FTS’s top three executives as well as 

numerous FTS financial and HR administrators and other project managers. 

(R.458: Louden Direct, PageID.11709-11.) Revenue was the main topic of 

conversation, and overtime and fuel costs were “the two leading items that [FTS 

executives] felt that we should be able to manage and cut in order to make a bigger 

profit.” (Id. at 11711.) At the end of every call, “either Chris or Mike or Jerry 

would give a little minute spiel on what we can do to cut cost[s].” (Id. at 11710.) 

These FTS executives engaged at the most granular level, circulating and 

reviewing technicians’ timesheets and “go[ing] into detail on which technician had 

overtime, and, you know, go[ing] over why this guy had too much overtime.” (Id. 

at 11712.) 

Because of these market pressures, FTS executives explicitly told their 

managers to underreport time at the beginning and end of the workday. (Id. at 
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11702, 11712.) As another manager explained, “Every profit center has…a budget 

that they have to meet or they have to make.” (R.455: Williams Direct, 

PageID.11495.) And to make that budget, “you couldn’t put all of your overtime.” 

(Id.) For the company to be profitable, “you just couldn’t report all of your hours.” 

(Id. at 11502.) 

 The evidence at trial consistently reinforced this theme: underreporting, and 

therefore underpaying, overtime is essential to FTS’s profitability. (R.454: 

Christianson Direct, PageID.11287-88 (former manager describing “pressure from 

[the] corporate office” to underreport time and remain profitable); R.449: Vanattia 

Cross, PageID.10535 (technician explaining that his managers required him to 

underreport hours “for profitability”); R.458: Louden Direct, PageID.11713 

(shaving overtime hours meant FTS could gain “an additional three or four percent 

profit”); R.459: Conn Cross, PageID.11850-51 (underreporting significantly 

affects gross margins, saving FTS millions of dollars a year).) 

(2) Technicians’ Hours Are Systematically Underreported. 

 

 The evidence presented at trial showed that FTS’s time-shaving policy 

forced technicians to underreport their hours in three fundamental ways: by 

recording their start time after beginning work; by recording lunch breaks when no 

breaks are taken; and by recording their end time before finishing their work for 

the day. 
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   (a)  Unrecorded morning hours. 

 Technicians’ workday begins early in the morning when they report to the 

FTS profit center. (R.451: Lighty Direct, PageID.10844-45; R.455: Gary Direct, 

PageID.11399; R.447: Dabbs Direct, PageID.10265; R.447: Kurk Direct, 

PageID.10311-12.) But technicians systematically report a later start time on their 

timesheets. (R.451: Lighty Direct, PageID.10848 (began work at 7 a.m. but 

recorded 9 a.m. as start time); R.453: Dyke Direct, PageID.11157-59 (began work 

at 6:30 a.m. but recorded 9 a.m. as start time); R.454: Colucci Direct, 

PageID.11233-36; R.454: Monroe Direct, PageID.11309-10; R.455: Williams 

Direct, PageID.11489-90, 11493, 11497; R.447: McNutt Direct, PageID.10235-36; 

R.447: Kurk Direct, PageID.10311; R.448: Winston Direct, PageID.10372-74; 

R.448: Crossan Direct, PageID.10407-08; R.448: Haydel Direct, PageID.10449; 

R.449: Vanattia Direct, PageID.10494-96; R.449: Queen Direct, PageID.10544, 

10548-49; R.456: Perry Direct, PageID.11520, 11523, 11526-29, 11538; R.456: 

Fischer Direct, PageID.11568-70; R.456: Hunt Direct, PageID.11627; R.458: 

Louden Direct, PageID.11702-04.) 

   (b) False lunch breaks. 

FTS requires technicians to record a lunch break regardless of whether a 

break is in fact taken. (R.454: Monroe Direct, PageID.11314-15 (testifying that the 

manager “told us that an hour lunch break will be deducted whether we take it or 
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not”); R.451: Lighty Direct, PageID.10852-53; R.455: Carroll Direct, 

PageID.11377-78; R.455: Williams Direct, PageID.11494; R.447: Dabbs Direct, 

PageID.10261; R.447: Kurk Direct, PageID.10316; R.448: Winston Direct, 

PageID.10378; R.448: Crossan Direct, PageID.10409-10; R.449: Vanattia Direct, 

PageID.10498; R.449: Queen Direct, PageID.10549; R.456: Fischer Direct, 

PageID.11572; R.456: Hunt Direct, PageID.11616.)  

In fact, lunch breaks are rarely if ever taken. (R.447: McNutt Direct, 

PageID.10232 (never took a 30-minute uninterrupted break); R.447: Dabbs Direct, 

PageID.10268; R.447: Kurk Direct, PageID.10317; R.448: Winston Direct, 

PageID.10372-75; R.448: Crossan Direct, PageID.10409; R.448: Haydel Direct, 

PageID.10450; R.455: Williams Direct, PageID.11492; R.451: Lighty Direct, 

PageID.10853 (very rarely took a 30-minute uninterrupted break); R.455: Moore 

Direct, PageID.11548; R.449: Vanattia Direct, PageID.10498; R.456: Perry Direct, 

PageID.11523; R.456: Hunt Direct, PageID.11617.)  

The service timeframes imposed by the cable companies and FTS make it 

unrealistic for technicians to take bona fide lunch breaks, and FTS threatens to 

dock technicians’ pay if they do not complete their assignments on time. (R.455: 

Moore Direct, PageID.11454-58 (“[B]ecause [of] the nature of the business, with 

the timeframes [technicians] had, it wouldn’t allow” for breaks.); R.449: Vanattia 

Direct, PageID.10497-99; R.448: Winston Direct, PageID.10375; R.448: Crossan 
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Direct, PageID.10410; R.449: Queen Direct, PageID.10552; R.456: Perry Direct, 

PageID.11523, 11529; R.456: Fischer Direct, PageID.11571; R.458: Louden 

Direct, PageID.11705-06.)  

To meet their timeframes, technicians grab food at gas stations while 

refueling or swing through drive-thru windows at fast food chains. (R.455: Moore 

Direct, PageID.11454; R.455: Williams Direct, PageID.11492; R.447: Dabbs 

Direct, PageID.10268; R.447: Kurk Direct, PageID.10317; R.448: Winston Direct, 

PageID.10369; R.448: Haydel Direct, PageID.10450; R.456: Perry Direct, 

PageID.11523-24; R.456: Hunt Direct, PageID.11618.)   

  (c) Unrecorded evening hours.  

Technicians running behind schedule often record end times well before 

they finish their work. (R.455: Williams Direct, PageID.11493; R.447: McNutt 

Direct, PageID.10229; R.447: Dabbs Direct, PageID.10275; R.447: Kurk Direct, 

PageID.10317; R.448: Haydel Direct, PageID.10450-51; R.449: Vanattia Cross, 

PageID.10524.) 

Technicians who do finish on time are called on to assist other technicians 

who are running behind. Such assistance work is performed gratis. As one 

technician explained, “We would have to call to see if…there were any more jobs 

or any technicians let out the job we needed to go help.”  (R.454: Dyke Direct, 

PageID.11185.) “We could be out to 10 or 11 o’clock at night helping another tech 
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and we would still have to put down 8 o’clock.” (Id.) Another technician 

explained, “[Y]ou were told to be a team player. So if you did have to go out and 

help someone, that was you being a team player, you weren’t actually paid for 

that.” (R.456: Perry Cross, PageID.11554.) Other technicians shared the same 

experience. (R.454: Colucci Cross, PageID.11246, 11258-59; R.454: Dyke Cross, 

PageID.11219; R.454: Christianson Direct, PageID.11298; R.454: Monroe Direct, 

PageID.11311; R.455: Moore Direct, PageID.11452, 11459; R.447: Dabbs Direct, 

PageID.10271-72; R.449: Haydel Direct, PageID.10487; R.456: Fischer Direct, 

PageID.11572-73; R.454: Vanattia Direct, PageID.10500, 10512.) 

Technicians’ work days do not end with their final service job. Rather, FTS 

requires technicians to complete their daily paperwork after returning to the FTS 

profit center or their home—all without pay. (R.454: Christianson Direct, 

PageID.11299; R.454: Monroe Direct, PageID.11308; R.455: Gary Direct, 

PageID.11398; R.455: Moore Direct, PageID.11455-57; R.448: Winston Direct, 

PageID.10370, 10376, 10379; R.448: Crossan Direct, PageID.10413; R.448: 

Haydel Direct, PageID.10451; R.456: Perry Direct, PageID.11529, 11540; R.458: 

Louden Direct, PageID.11706-08; R.451: Lighty Direct, PageID.10854; R.453: 

Dyke Direct, PageID.11164-65; R.454: Colucci Direct, PageID.11263; R.449: 

Vanattia Direct, PageID.10501.) 

(3) FTS’s Time-Shaving Policy Is Enforced by Management. 
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 FTS’s time-shaving policy comes from FTS executives, but the policy is 

principally enforced by the company’s managers.  

   (a) Managers tell technicians to underreport time. 

 Technicians underreport their time because their managers tell them to do 

so. Managers instruct technicians to falsify their start times. (R.451: Lighty Direct, 

PageID.10848-49; R.448: Winston Direct, PageID.10375; R.449: Vanattia Direct, 

PageID.10495; R.456: Perry Direct, PageID.11526-29; R.456: Fischer Direct, 

PageID.11568-70.) Managers make it “very loudly known” that technicians had to 

record lunch breaks whether the breaks were taken or not. (R.456: Hunt Direct, 

PageID.11632; see also R.451: Lighty Direct, PageID.10852; R.456: Fischer 

Direct, PageID.11575; R.449: Queen Direct, PageID.10549 (describing the lunch 

break deduction as “company policy.”); R.447: Dabbs Direct, PageID.10268 

(manager telling technician “that’s the way it’s got to be, you put it on there or I’ll 

put it on there.”).) And managers tell technicians to underreport time at the end of 

the day. (R.455: Moore Direct, PageID.11456-57; R.454: Monroe Direct, 

PageID.11327; R.451: Lighty Direct, PageID.10857 (manager describing extra 

work at the end of the day as “volunteer work”).) 

 Managers frequently remind technicians of the importance of underreporting 

hours. One manager reported getting “chewed by corporate” for allowing the 

reporting of too many hours, and told the technician to shape up. (R.447: Dabbs 
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Direct, PageID.10262; R.447: Dabbs Cross, PageID.10302-03.) A second manager 

sat down with the offending technician and explained that “this is not how we do it 

over here,” and required the technician to “correct” his hours. (R.448: Haydel 

Direct, PageID.10447-48.) FTS managers made it widely known that “you just 

couldn’t report all your hours.” (R.455: Williams Direct, PageID.11502; R.447: 

Dabbs Direct, PageID.10270; R.447: Kurk Direct, PageID.10319; R.456: Fischer 

Cross, PageID.11590; R.453: Dyke Direct, PageID.11167.) 

(b) Managers encourage technicians to underreport time. 

 FTS’s managers do not take it on faith that technicians will follow orders to 

underreport time. Instead, managers take active measures to ensure technicians fall 

in line. Managers routinely remind technicians that if too much time is reported, 

the technicians will not get routed in the future. (R.453: Dyke Direct, 

PageID.11167-68; R.454: Colucci Direct, PageID.11236; R.448: Crossan Redirect, 

PageID.10442-43; R.456: Perry Direct, PageID.11541; R.456: Fischer Redirect, 

PageID.11604; R.458: Louden Direct, PageID.11716-17.) Managers reprimand 

and even terminate technicians who fail to comply. (R.454: Dyke Cross, 

PageID.11205, 11221; R.449: Queen Direct, PageID.10554.) One technician 

succinctly summarized his reason for underreporting: “Pretty much doing what I 

was told to hold my job.” (R.455: Williams Direct, PageID.11498.) 

(c) Managers falsify time records. 
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 In the event that technicians fail to sufficiently underreport their time, FTS 

managers often directly alter timesheets to reflect fewer hours. (R.456: Hunt 

Direct, PageID.11633; R.451: Lighty Direct, PageID.10875; R.453: Dyke Direct, 

PageID.11166; R.455: Carroll Direct, PageID.11377; R.448: Crossan Direct, 

PageID.11411; R.455: Williams Direct, PageID.11490; R.447: Kurk Direct, 

PageID.10318; R.454: Monroe Direct, PageID.11312; R.448: Winston Direct, 

PageID.10371.) 

(4) FTS’s Practice Is Uniform and Widespread, and the 

Company Is Broadly Aware that Its Technicians 

Underreport Their Hours. 

 

 FTS does not seriously dispute the evidence showing that underreporting 

occurs. Instead, the company insists that such underreporting is a rare or isolated 

occurrence—the work of “rogue” managers or technicians. The evidence 

emphatically shows otherwise. 

    (a) FTS’s time-shaving policy originates at corporate. 

 The evidence presented at trial shows that FTS’s policy of underreporting 

time comes from the very top of the company.  

 Managers consistently attributed the time-shaving policy they enforced to 

“corporate.” (R.453: Dyke Direct, PageID.11167 (“Corporate said you got to get 

the overtime hours down” by falsifying start times and lunch breaks); R.448: 

Crossan Direct, PageID.10408-09 (manager instructed technicians to underreport 
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their time because “that’s what the higher ups were telling him”); R.449: Queen 

Direct, PageID.10554 (manager told technicians time-shaving policy came “from 

[the] corporate office”).) FTS managers themselves testified that FTS executives 

directed them to order technicians to underreport their time. (R.458: Louden 

Direct, PageID.11704; R.454: Christianson Direct, PageID.11292-93.) 

 FTS’s corporate officers frequently visit individual FTS profit centers and 

reinforce FTS’s time-shaving policy during meetings with managers and 

technicians. (R.453: Dyke Direct, PageID.11159-61 (FTS President Mike Brooks 

instructed technicians to underreport hours during a site visit); R.454: Colucci 

Direct, PageID.11234-37; R.456: Hunt Direct, PageID.11623-26; R.459: Brooks 

Direct, PageID.11768.) Other witnesses participated in conference calls with 

executives and managers where FTS’s timekeeping practices were discussed. 

(R.455: Carroll Direct, PageID.11382; R.455: Williams Direct, PageID.11501-02.)  

 Technicians often complained to FTS about the company’s illegal wage and 

hour practices. (R.454: Colucci Direct, PageID.11241 (complaining about FTS’s 

timekeeping policy at a meeting and in the presence of corporate executives); 

R.454: Dyke Direct, PageID.11189; R.454: Monroe Direct, PageID.11319-20 

(complained about illegal wage practice to his manager and corporate 

representative on several occasions); R.447: Dabbs Direct, PageID.10261, 10273 

(“[M]y time was wrong. I went to my boss about it, and I went to his boss about 
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it.” Manager responded “that’s the way they want it done, that’s the way we got to 

do it.”); R.447: Kurk Direct, PageID.10321-33 (multiple technicians complained to 

direct managers and the corporate office about being instructed to underreport 

time); R.448: Winston Cross, PageID.10402 (complained about time falsification 

requirement to FTS corporate representative); R.448: Haydel Direct, 

PageID.10455-56 (complained about unrecorded hours but was told “that’s just the 

way it is”); R.449: Vanattia Cross, PageID.10522; R.449: Queen Direct, 

PageID.10549 (complained about being forced to report false times, and was told 

“It’s just company policy, that’s just what they want”).) FTS’s human resources 

manager reported receiving wage and hour complaints “every day.” (R.451: 

Lawley Cross, PageID.10816-18.) 

 There is no evidence that FTS managers or technicians ever faced discipline 

for underreporting time. (Id. at 10827-28; R.451: Lighty Redirect, PageID.11046; 

R.449: Vanattia Direct, PageID.10539; R.453: Downey Direct, PageID.11076; 

R.453: Shockman Direct, PageID.11131; R.454: Colucci Direct, PageID.11237; 

R.454: Christianson Direct, PageID.11300; R.455: Moore Redirect, PageID.11485; 

R.453: Dyke Direct, PageID.11166-67; R.447: Kurk Cross, PageID.10337.) 

Moreover, there is no evidence the company ever engaged in any audit or 

attempted to pay back wages in response to these numerous allegations of 

underreporting. (R.452: Lawley Cross, PageID.10961; R.451: Lighty Redirect, 
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PageID.11050; R.453: Downey Direct, PageID.11112-13; R.453: Shockman 

Direct, PageID.11137; R.449: Vanattia Direct, PageID.10505; R.460: Perkins 

Cross, PageID.11935.) 

(b) Technicians’ experiences show the breadth and depth 

of FTS’s illegal wage practice. 

 
 Technicians’ experiences only confirmed the broad scope of their 

employer’s illegal practice.  

 Technicians testified to their experiences working at FTS profit centers in 

Leesburg,
3
 Orlando,

4
 and Naples,

5
 Florida; Mobile,

6
 Birmingham,

7
 Montgomery,

8
 

and Huntsville,
9
 Alabama; Memphis,

10
 Madison,

11
 and Murfreesboro,

12
 Tennessee; 

Little Rock,
13

 Arkansas; Jackson,
14

 Mississippi; Austin,
15

 Houston,
16

 Dallas,
17

 and 

                                                           
3
 (R.451: Lighty Direct, PageID.10843; R.453: Dyke Direct, PageID.11155; R.454: 

Colucci Direct, PageID.11230.) 
4
 (R.454: Colucci Cross, PageID.11246.) 

5
 (R.448: Winston Direct, PageID.10365-66.) 

6
 (R.454: Colucci Cross, PageID.11246.) 

7
 (R.447: Dabbs Direct, PageID.10259-60; R.448: Winston Direct, PageID.10365-

66; R.456: Perry Direct, PageID.11518.) 
8
 (R.448: Winston Direct, PageID.10365-66.) 

9
 (R.449: Vanattia Direct, PageID.10493; R.456: Perry Direct, PageID.11518.) 

10
 (R.454: Christianson Direct, PageID.11282; R.454: Monroe Direct, 

PageID.11307; R.455: Carroll Direct, PageID.11375; R.455: Gary Direct, 

PageID.11396; R.455: Moore Cross, PageID.11486; R.449: Queen Direct, 

PageID.10554.) 
11

 (R.455: Gary Direct, PageID.11399; R.456: Fischer Direct, PageID.11566.) 
12

 (R.449: Vanattia Direct, PageID.10493; R.456: Fischer Direct, PageID.11566.) 
13

 (R.455: Gary Direct, PageID.11399; R.448: Crossan Direct, PageID.10406; 

R.449: Queen Direct, PageID.10543; R.458: Louden Direct, PageID.11702.) 
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Arlington,
18

 Texas; Shreveport
19

 and New Orleans,
20

 Louisiana; and Atlanta
21

 and 

Gadsden,
22

 Georgia. The overwhelming majority of Appellees performed work at 

these same locations. (Exs.11, 38: Payroll Records; Appellants’ Appendix 

Electronic Spreadsheets (listing the “PC” location for every week worked by 

Appellees).)  

 Technicians consistently testified that managers made it clear that FTS’s 

timekeeping policies applied to everybody—not just to some. (R.454: Monroe 

Direct, PageID.11327; R.455: Moore Direct, PageID.11464; R.455: Williams 

Direct, PageID.11495; R.447: Dabbs Direct, PageID.10264; R.456: Perry Cross, 

PageID.11552; R.456: Fischer Cross, PageID.11569, 11590; R.456: Hunt Direct, 

PageID.11627.) Technicians further testified that they attended meetings where 

managers instructed and encouraged technicians—as a group—to underreport their 

hours. (R.456: Hunt Direct, PageID.11615-16; R.455: Moore Cross, 

PageID.11473; R.448: Crossan Direct, PageID.10423; R.449: Vanattia Direct, 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
14

 (R.455: Williams Direct, PageID.11487; R.447: McNutt Direct, PageID.10226-

27.) 
15

 (R.455: Williams Direct, PageID.11487; R.447: Kurk Direct, PageID.10310.) 
16

 (R.455: Williams Direct, PageID.11487.) 
17

 (R.448: Winston Direct, PageID.10365-66.) 
18

 (Id. at 10365-66.) 
19

 (Id. at 10365-66; R.449: Queen Direct, PageID.10543.) 
20

 (R.448: Haydel Direct, PageID.10446; R.456: Hunt Direct, PageID.11609.) 
21

 (R.448: Winston Direct, PageID.10365-66; R.456: Perry Direct, PageID.11518.) 
22

 (R.456: Perry Direct, PageID.11518.) 
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PageID.10514; R.449: Queen Direct, PageID.10554; R.456: Hunt Direct, 

PageID.11632; R.458: Louden Direct, PageID.11715.)  

 Many technicians work or worked at multiple FTS profit centers and under 

multiple managers—reporting consistent timekeeping practices across the board. 

(R.455: Williams Direct, PageID.11502; R.449: Haydel Cross, PageID.10479; 

R.455: Gary Direct, PageID.11399, 11414; R.456: Fischer Direct, PageID.11576; 

R.449: Vanattia Direct, PageID.10513; R.449: Queen Direct, PageID.10555; 

R.455: Gary Direct, PageID.11447; R.456: Perry Direct, PageID.11519, 11525.) 

Some technicians even worked as managers or supervisors for periods of time, 

broadening their exposure to FTS’s time-shaving practice. (R.454: Colucci Direct, 

PageID.11229, 11243; R.455: Gary Direct, PageID.11396; R.455: Moore Cross, 

PageID.11473-77; R.455: Williams Direct, PageID.11491-96; R.458: Louden 

Direct, PageID.11701-02; R.447: Dabbs Direct, PageID.10273.) 

 To be sure, not every technician who testified experienced FTS’s time-

shaving policy in a mechanical, identical manner. For example, while all 

technicians testified they were required to record a lunch break regardless of 

whether the break was taken, some technicians recorded a 30-minute break while 

others recorded a break of one hour. (Compare R.447: Kurk Direct, PageID.10316, 

with R.448: Crossan Direct, PageID.10409-10.) As a second example, some 

technicians testified that they reported hours accurately during their first week with 
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the company, but quickly began underreporting after being reprimanded by 

managers. (E.g., R.448: Haydel Direct, PageID.10447.) Despite such peripheral 

variations, however, all technicians testified to serious instances of underreporting 

time. (See R.364-1: Verdict, PageID.7321 (finding that technicians worked an 

average of 13.4 unrecorded hours per week).)  

(5) The Documentary Record and FTS’s Incredible Defense 

Case Confirm Technicians’ Experience. 

 

 The evidence of FTS’s illegal practice was not limited to the testimony of 

technicians, managers, administrators, and executives. Appellees introduced 

payroll and timekeeping records extending far beyond the testifying group. 

(Exs.11, 38: Payroll Records; Appellants’ Appendix Electronic Spreadsheets; Exs. 

1, 3, 12-37: Weekly timesheets; Appendix, pp.49-202, 204-61, 265-320, 431-802; 

Ex.5: Daily sheets; Appendix, p.369.) These records reinforced technicians’ 

testimony, showing that FTS’s underreporting practice was endemic. Other 

documents showed that FTS’s underreporting practice resulted in a Department of 

Labor investigation. (Exs.8-10: Emails discussing DOL investigation; Appendix, 

pp. 428-30.) One FTS executive even instructed his colleagues to obstruct the 

Department’s investigation: “[D]o everything possible in resisting to give them any 

more info than necessary.” (R.460: Downey Cross, PageID.12007-08.) 

 But perhaps the most damning evidence came from an unexpected source: 

FTS’s defense case. FTS called only four witnesses—all FTS executives—who 
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testified, in direct contradiction to Appellees’ evidence, that technicians were not 

shorted any pay. FTS’s CEO and President, for example, testified that technicians 

are paid starting from the time they arrive at the office through the end of their last 

job—unless technicians return to the FTS office, in which case they are paid until 

leaving the office for the night. (R.459: Brooks Direct, PageID.11760-61, 11780; 

R.460: Perkins Direct, PageID.11881-82.) These executives further testified that 

technicians are paid for missed lunch breaks and periods of time when they are 

assisting other technicians. (R.459: Brooks Direct, PageID.11775, 11781.)  

FTS’s CEO and President both testified that they repeatedly conveyed this 

supposed timekeeping policy to managers. (R.459: Brooks Redirect, 

PageID.11810; R.460: Perkins Direct, PageID.11884-85.) They claimed they never 

directed anyone to underreport time and were not aware of anyone else doing so. 

(R.460: Perkins Direct, PageID.11888.) They claimed to be unaware of any 

complaints about the company’s timekeeping practices, and maintained that the 

issue of unpaid time simply never came up. (R.459: Brooks Direct, PageID.11769, 

11779 (claiming no technician ever complained about overtime); R.459: Conn 

Direct, PageID.11832 (same); R.460: Downey Direct, PageID.11964 (same); 

R.459: Brooks Direct, PageID.11778 (on weekly call with managers, no manager 

or supervisor ever brought up any issues about failing to pay for time worked); 
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R.459: Conn Direct, PageID.11831-32 (same).) The testimony of FTS’s executives 

came across as flat and mechanical—not credible.  

 FTS’s case was most notable for what it did not present. FTS did not call a 

single technician—Appellee or otherwise—who could testify that he was paid in 

accordance with FTS’s claimed lawful policy. FTS did not call a single manager or 

supervisor who could testify that technicians were paid for all their hours. In the 

end, FTS could not summon a single witness who worked on the ground—not 

one—who could testify under oath that FTS followed the law.  

II. PROCEDURAL HISTORY. 

 

 A. Appellees File Suit. 

 

Appellees filed this lawsuit in February 2008. (R.1: Complaint, PageID.1.) 

Exercising its supervisory authority under Hoffmann-La Roche, Inc. v. Sperling, 

493 U.S. 165 (1989), the district court conditionally certified the case as a 

collective action and authorized notice to similarly situated technicians. (R.77: 

Order Granting Conditional Certification, PageID.893.) A total of 296 technicians 

ultimately joined the case. 

B. The Parties Agree to a Plan for Representative Discovery and 

Trial. 

 

For the first twenty-one months of litigation, FTS conducted almost no 

discovery. (R.249-1: Affidavit, PageID.5582.) One month before the discovery 

deadline, FTS demanded that Appellees “supplement” their discovery responses 
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for the nearly 300 technicians who joined the suit. (Id. at 5583.) Motion practice 

over the scope and timing of discovery ensued. (Id. at 5584.) The parties ultimately 

resolved their disputes without court intervention. But, relevant here, the parties 

agreed, in a joint stipulation resolving the motions, to adopt a plan for 

representative discovery and trial. 

Under the terms of the agreement, the parties agreed to limit discovery “to a 

representative sample of fifty” Appellee-technicians. (R.162: Stipulation, 

PageID.1793.) FTS agreed to provide, within 24 hours of filing the stipulation, a 

list of locations where all Appellees worked. (Id.) The parties agreed to identify, 

within 72 hours, “fifty (50) Plaintiffs they believe are representative” of the class. 

(Id.) Appellees’ counsel would select forty technicians and FTS’s counsel would 

select ten technicians who would make up the representative group. (R.249-1: 

Affidavit, PageID.5583-84.) Finally, the parties agreed to adopt “a trial plan based 

on representative proof” which would propose “a certain number of Plaintiffs from 

the pool of fifty (50) representative sample Plaintiffs that may be called as trial 

witnesses.” (R.162: Stipulation, PageID.1794.)  

The parties’ agreement represented a significant compromise for both sides. 

FTS received substantial discovery that otherwise would have been deemed 

untimely. Appellees secured FTS’s agreement on a framework for employing 

representative proof at trial. Based on the agreement, the parties proceeded to 
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engage in discovery related to the fifty representative Appellees identified by the 

parties. (Id. at 1793.) 

C. The District Court Denies FTS’s Motion for Decertification.  

 

Following discovery, FTS moved for decertification. The district court 

denied the motion. (R.238: Order Denying Decertification, PageID.5404.) 

The court began by acknowledging the legal significance of the parties’ 

agreement, noting that it “cannot accept Defendants’ contention that the parties’ 

stipulated agreement to limit discovery to fifty representative plaintiffs did not also 

manifest Defendants’ acquiescence to a process by which the remaining members 

of the class would not have to produce evidence as a prerequisite to proceeding to 

trial on their claims.” (Id. at 5419.) 

Then, applying the standards this Court articulated in O’Brien, 575 F.3d at 

584, the district concluded that Appellees were indeed “similarly situated” as 

contemplated by Section 216(b).  

The court first rejected FTS’s argument that alleged differences in 

employment experiences warranted decertification. The court reasoned, “[c]ontrary 

to Defendants’ assertions…[Appellees]’ claims rely on a series of common 

methods by which Defendants allegedly deprived technicians proper overtime pay 

regardless of location or supervisor.” (R.238: Order Denying Decertification, 

PageID.5428.) The court noted that Appellees worked in the same job, under the 
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same compensation plan, and Appellees “across the class allege these same 

practices.” (Id.) “Such a unifying set of facts and theories,” the court recognized, 

“strongly counsels against decertification.” (Id.) 

The court went on to “squarely reject[]” FTS’s contention that it had an 

absolute right to confront every Appellee to raise issues such as credibility and 

constructive knowledge of unpaid hours. (Id. at 5429.) The court recognized that 

“[s]o long as Defendants were generally aware—either actually or constructively—

of the types of practices that Plaintiffs allege were used to deny them overtime, 

there is no requirement in the law to compel each member of the plaintiff class to 

establish that he or she individually complained of the FLSA violation.” (Id.) The 

Court acknowledged that while collective adjudication “will not afford the same 

level of forensic specificity as cross-examination of each plaintiff individually,” a 

collective action “contemplates that representative testimony may be used to 

adjudicate the claims of nontestifying plaintiffs and thereby arrive at an 

approximation of damages.” (Id. at 5430.)  

Last, the court found that “[f]airness and procedural 

considerations…strongly militate against decertification.” (Id. at 5431.) If not 

addressed as a collective action, “the claims of the plaintiff class would have to be 

heard in individual suits—perhaps requiring more than 300 mini-trials.” (Id.) As 

the court correctly found, “the investment of time and resources required for this 
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many separate trials would render adjudication of Plaintiffs’ claims so unwieldy 

and expensive as to substantially hinder, if not preclude, their resolution by judicial 

means.” (Id.) 

D. Trial. 

 

Trial commenced on September 19, 2011. Appellees called twenty-four 

witnesses:
23

 seventeen technicians (drawn from the pool of fifty technicians 

previously selected pursuant to the parties’ agreement), three administrators, three 

managers/supervisors, and one executive.
24

 (R.366: Exhibit and Witness List, 

PageID.7323.) Five of the technicians who testified in Appellees’ case-in-chief 

were originally selected to the group of fifty representative technicians by FTS. 

(See R.249-1: Affidavit, PageID.5584 (selecting Evan Gary, David Lighty, 

Matthew Queen, Ben Kurk, and Timothy Vannati, among others, as witnesses FTS 

believed were representative of the class).) Appellees introduced forty-one 

                                                           
23

 FTS claims that three previously undisclosed witnesses testified during 

Appellees’ case-in-chief. See Br. for Appellant at 13. The record does not support 

the assertion; all of Appellees’ trial witnesses were previously identified. (R.314: 

Pretrial Disclosures, PageID.6893.) 

 
24

 FTS states that “Plaintiffs chose to omit one of the 18 testifying technicians from 

the verdict form.” Br. for Appellant at 13 n.4. Again, this is not quite so. The 

witness, Michael Colucci, principally worked as a supervisor, and presented 

testimony in that capacity about the breadth of FTS’s time-shaving policy. (See 

R.454: Colucci Direct, PageID.11229-43.) Colucci also worked as a technician, but 

he was not selected by either party for the pool of fifty representative technicians. 

Therefore, he was not included on the jury’s special verdict form. 
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exhibits, largely pay records and timesheets for both testifying and nontestifying 

Appellees. (R.366: Exhibit and Witness List, PageID.7323.) 

FTS called four witnesses—all FTS executives—and introduced a single 

exhibit. (Id. at 7325.) FTS claims “it had no opportunity to examine the other 

technicians” beyond those called during Appellees’ case-in-chief, Br. for Appellant 

at 15, but the record belies the point. FTS’ pretrial disclosures identified as 

potential witnesses all fifty technicians chosen pursuant to the parties’ agreement. 

(R.251: Pretrial Disclosures, PageID.5649.) Nothing in the trial format or the 

court’s orders precluded FTS from calling these technicians—or non-party 

technicians for that matter. FTS simply chose to rest its case on the word of its 

upper management. 

E. The Court Grants Appellees’ Rule 50(a) Motions. 

 

Both parties brought Rule 50(a) motions at the close of trial; two of 

Appellees’ motions are relevant here. First, Appellees asked the court to reaffirm 

its ruling that Appellees are similarly situated, and apply the average weekly 

number of unrecorded hours worked by the testifying Appellees to the 

nontestifying Appellees. (R.461: Trial Transcript, PageID.12086.) Second, 

Appellees asked the court to rule that any uncompensated overtime should be 

awarded at one-and-a-half times Appellees’ regular rate. (Id. at 12036.) The court 

granted Appellees’ motions. (Id. at 12062, 12211.) 
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F. The Jury Finds FTS Willfully Violated the FLSA. 

 

The jury returned a verdict in favor of Appellees. After finding liability, the 

jury determined how many unrecorded hours each testifying representative 

technician worked each week, on average. (Id.) The jury’s finding of unrecorded 

hours was conservative: awarding slightly more than 80 percent of what Appellees 

had sought. (Compare id., with R.463: Closing Arguments, PageID.12289-323.) 

The jury’s findings showed no material difference between the technicians 

designated as representative by the parties: the jury found the technicians 

designated by Appellees’ counsel worked, on average, 12.5 unrecorded hours per 

week; and the technicians chosen by FTS’s counsel, worked, on average, 15.8 

unrecorded hours per week. (R.364-1: Verdict, PageID.7321.) The jury found that 

FTS willfully violated the FLSA. (Id. at 7322.) 

G. FTS Rejects the Court’s Proposal To Have Damage Calculations 

Performed by a Jury. 

 

Following trial, the court convened a status conference to discuss post-trial 

issues. During the proceeding, the court explored the possibility of convening a 

second jury to do the arithmetic on damages. FTS rejected the court’s suggestion: 

COURT: I need to figure out what we need to do. Your suggestion is 

that we have then a panel come in, select another panel, and submit 

the issue of damages. 

 

COUNSEL: No, your Honor. I don’t think that’s allowed. I think— 
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COURT: Oh, it is allowed. I’ve done that before. You could have one 

panel decide the issue of liability and then if for some reason there—I 

mean, I’m not quite sure what happened but you can have a second 

jury come in and decide the issue of damages. Sometimes that’s 

appropriate. You say it’s not appropriate in this case. 

 

COUNSEL: That’s correct, your Honor. 

 

COURT: Okay. 

 

COUNSEL: And our understanding it’s at least not allowed, you 

know, for these claims. 

 

... 

 

COURT: You would be upset if we did have a jury trial to finish up 

the damages question? 

 

COUNSEL: Well, your Honor, again, it’s our position that that’s not 

appropriate …. 

 

(R.444: Status Conference, PageID.10172-73.) 

H. The Court Enters Judgment Based on the Jury’s Verdict and the 

Court’s Rule 50(a) Rulings. 

 

Based on the jury’s verdict and the court’s Rule 50(a) rulings, Appellees 

submitted a proposed order on judgment. Each Appellee’s damages were 

calculated using the FLSA’s well-worn formula: (1) the regular rate; times (2) the 

applicable multiplier; times (3) the number of unpaid overtime hours. See 29 

U.S.C. § 207; 29 C.F.R. § 778.107. The regular rate was drawn directly from 

FTS’s payroll records, which the parties stipulated accurately captured Appellees’ 

recorded hours. (R.456: Trial Transcript, PageID.11663.) Next, the applicable 
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multiplier was set at 1.5 pursuant to the court’s Rule 50(a) ruling. (R.461: Trial 

Transcript, PageID.12062.) Last, unpaid overtime hours were established by 

applying the jury’s unrecorded hours findings to the payroll records. By way of 

example, the jury found that Appellee David Lighty worked, on average, twelve 

unrecorded hours per week. (R.364-1: Verdict, PageID.7320.) The payroll records 

indicate that in the week ending on August 16, 2008, Lighty worked thirty-three 

recorded hours. (Exs.11, 38: Payroll Records; Appellants’ Appendix Electronic 

Spreadsheets.) For that week, Lighty received credit for five unrecorded overtime 

hours; he, like all Appellees, received no damages for his so-called “gap” time—

unpaid hours between zero and forty in a given week. This same methodology 

applied to nontestifying Appellees; except, pursuant to the court’s determination 

that Appellees were similarly situated, each nontestifying Appellee was credited 

with 13.47 unrecorded hours per week—the mean weekly unrecorded time for all 

testifying Appellees. (See R.383: Motion on Damages, PageID.7353.) 

The court entered judgment in favor of Appellees in the amount of 

$3,873,045.48. (R.396: Judgment, PageID.7587.)  

I. The Court Denies FTS’s Post-Trial Motions. 

 

 FTS filed motions for judgment as a matter of law, a new trial, and 

decertification. (R.405: Motion for JMOL, PageID.7606; R.406: Motion for New 

Trial, PageID.7982; R.441: Renewed Motion for Decertification, PageID.9723.) 
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The court denied FTS’s motions. (R.464: Order on FTS’s Post-trial Motions, 

PageID.12378-79.) 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

The district court followed longstanding Supreme Court and Sixth Circuit 

precedent in finding Appellees “similarly situated” under the FLSA and allowing 

them to proceed collectively through trial. The court’s ruling did not amount to an 

abuse of discretion, particularly in light of the parties’ agreement to proceed with a 

trial plan based on representative proof, and the vast factual record supporting the 

existence of FTS’s uniform and systematic practice of denying Appellees overtime 

compensation.   

Similarly, the district court correctly applied the law in awarding damages.  

The damages award is supported by sufficient evidence. Moreover, the court 

properly calculated the overtime rate, and correctly employed Rule 50 and the 

jury’s verdict to arrive at a fair and reasonable award of damages.   

ARGUMENT 

 

I. THE DISTRICT COURT DID NOT ABUSE ITS DISCRETION IN 

FINDING THAT APPELLEES ARE “SIMILARLY SITUATED” AND 

ALLOWING THEM TO PROCEED COLLECTIVELY AT TRIAL. 

 

 The district court did not abuse its discretion in finding Appellees “similarly 

situated” under the FLSA. FTS subjected all Appellees to a single common policy 

requiring underreporting of time, and the presence of minor differences in 
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Appellees’ employment settings did not require a contrary conclusion. Moreover, 

the district court committed no error in allowing representative proof at trial. The 

court’s trial plan comported with the parties’ agreement on representative proof 

and provided ample opportunity for FTS to mount its defense.  

A. The FLSA Collective Action Mechanism and the Mount Clemens 

Framework. 

 

“Congress passed the FLSA with broad remedial intent.” See Keller v. Miri 

Microsystems LLC, 781 F.3d 799, 806 (6th Cir. 2015). The law was enacted to 

remedy “unfair method[s] of competition in commerce” causing “labor conditions 

detrimental to the maintenance of the minimum standard of living necessary for 

health, efficiency, and general well-being of workers….” 29 U.S.C. § 202(a). 

“Courts interpreting the FLSA must consider Congress’s remedial purpose.” 

Keller, 781 F.3d at 806. 

The FLSA meets these objectives, in part, by requiring that “for a workweek 

longer than forty hours,” an employee working “in excess of” forty hours shall be 

compensated for those excess hours “at a rate not less than one and one-half times 

the regular rate at which he is employed.” 29 U.S.C. § 207(a)(1). 

To ensure compliance with its provisions, the FLSA requires employers to 

record and preserve accurate records of employees’ wages and hours, including the 

“hours worked each workday and total hours worked each workweek.” 29 U.S.C. § 

211(c); 29 C.F.R. § 516.2. 
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In general, “an FLSA plaintiff must prove by a preponderance of evidence 

that he or she ‘performed work for which he [or she] was not properly 

compensated.’” Myers v. Copper Cellar Corp., 192 F.3d 546, 551 (6th Cir. 1999) 

(citing Mt. Clemens, 328 U.S. at 686-87).  

As the Supreme Court has recognized, however, “where the employer’s 

records are inaccurate or inadequate,” a “difficult problem arises.” Mt. Clemens, 

328 U.S. at 687. “The solution… is not to penalize the employee by denying him 

any recovery on the ground that he is unable to prove the precise extent of 

uncompensated work.” Id. Instead, “if the employer kept inaccurate or inadequate 

records, the plaintiff’s burden of proof is relaxed.” Id. “[A]n employee has carried 

out his burden if he proves that he has in fact performed work for which he was 

improperly compensated and if he produces sufficient evidence to show the 

amount and extent of that work as a matter of just and reasonable inference.” Id. 

The burden “then shifts to the employer to come forward with evidence of the 

precise amount of work performed or with evidence to negative the reasonableness 

of the inference to be drawn from the employee’s evidence.” Id. at 687-88. “If the 

employer fails to produce such evidence, the court may then award damages to the 

employee, even though the result be only approximate.” Id. at 688.  

Lawsuits filed under the FLSA may be brought “by any one or more 

employees for and on behalf of himself or themselves and other employees 
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similarly situated.”  29 U.S.C. § 216(b). This “collective action” mechanism 

“serves an important remedial purpose.” O’Brien, 575 F.3d at 586.  By joining a 

collective action, “a plaintiff who has suffered only small monetary harm can join 

a larger pool of similarly situated plaintiffs.” Id. (citing Hoffmann–La Roche Inc., 

493 U.S. at 170). 

The FLSA does not define the phrase “similarly situated.” This Court, 

however, has directed district courts to consider three factors: (1) the “factual and 

employment settings of the individual[ ] plaintiffs,” (2) “the different defenses to 

which the plaintiffs may be subject on an individual basis,” and (3) “the degree of 

fairness and procedural impact of certifying the action as a collective action.” Id. at 

584. When employees “suffer from a single, FLSA-violating policy,” it is “clear 

that plaintiffs are similarly situated.” Id. at 585. However, “showing a ‘unified 

policy’ of violations is not required.” Id. at 584. Plaintiffs are similarly situated if 

“their claims were unified by common theories of defendants’ statutory violations, 

even if the proofs of these theories are inevitably individualized and distinct.” Id. at 

585. Thus, Section 216(b)’s “similarly situated” requirement “is less stringent than 

Rule 20(a) requirement that claims ‘arise out of the same action or occurrence’ for 

joinder to be proper, or even Rule 23(b)(3)’s requirement that common questions 
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predominate for a 23(b)(3) class to be certified.” Id. (citing Grayson v. K Mart 

Corp., 79 F.3d 1086, 1096 (11th Cir. 1996)).
25

 

In cases such as this one, where the employer has failed to maintain accurate 

time records for an entire class of employees, the interplay between Mount 

Clemens’ inferential standard and Section 216(b)’s “similarly situated” 

requirement is significant. In such cases, “representative testimony from a subset 

of plaintiffs [may] be used to facilitate the presentation of proof of FLSA 

violations, when such proof would ordinarily be individualized.” Id. (citing 

Morgan v. Family Dollar Stores, Inc., 551 F.3d 1233, 1263-65 (11th Cir. 2008)). 

“The testimony of fairly representative employees,” properly evaluated as part of 

the total mosaic of evidence, “may be the basis for an award of back wages to 

nontestifying employees.” Cole Enters., 62 F.3d at 781. 

 B. Standard of Review. 

 

 This Court reviews collective-action-certification decisions for abuse of 

discretion. O’Brien, 575 F.3d at 584. “A court’s determination that the evidence 

shows a particular group of opt-in plaintiffs are similarly situated is a finding of 

fact” reversible “only if it is clearly erroneous.” Morgan, 551 F.3d at 1260. Once 

certified, a district court “has wide discretion to manage collective actions.” 

                                                           
25

 Like under Rules 20 and 23, however, Section 216(b)’s “similarly situated” 

certification determination is made by the court—not a jury. See O'Brien, 575 F.3d 

at 584; Zavala v. Wal Mart Stores Inc., 691 F.3d 527, 536-37 (3d Cir. 2012). 
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Thompson v. Bruister and Assoc., Inc., 967 F.Supp.2d 1204, 1222 (M.D. Tenn. 

2013). 

C. The District Court Did Not Abuse Its Discretion in Finding that 

Appellees Are Similarly Situated. 

 

The district court correctly concluded that Appellees are “similarly situated” 

under the FLSA.   

 (1) Appellees’ Common Experiences Greatly Outweigh Any 

Differences in Employment Circumstances. 

 

 The district court did not abuse its discretion in determining that minor 

differences in Appellees’ employment settings did not warrant decertification. 

 As the district court correctly recognized, all Appellees worked in the same 

position, under the same job description, performing the same job duties. See supra 

Statement of the Case § I.B(1). All Appellees received pay under the same 

compensation plan. Id. § I.B(2). All Appellees were subject to the same shoddy 

timekeeping practices, meaning all Appellees could avail themselves of the relaxed 

Mount Clemens burden of proof. Id.  

More fundamentally, all Appellees reported being subjected to the same 

common policy, losing significant wages as a result of FTS’s time-shaving 

directive. Id. § I.C(4)(b). FTS persistently ignores the direct evidence 

demonstrating that time shaving was the de facto company policy. Id. § I.C(1) 

(evidence demonstrating that FTS executives demanded underreporting as a core 
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tenet of the company’s business model); id. § I.C(3)(a) (evidence of managers 

telling technicians underreporting is “company policy” and getting “chewed out by 

corporate” for reporting too much time); id. § I.C(4)(a) (summarizing evidence 

demonstrating that FTS ordered underreporting, including evidence showing that 

executives ordered technicians to shave time in meetings, recounting “daily” 

complaints from technicians, confirming FTS’s total failure to respond to 

complaints or conduct an audit). Such direct evidence of a common scheme to 

violate the FLSA may be rare. But when present, employees “suffer from a single, 

FLSA-violating policy,” making it “clear that plaintiffs are similarly situated.” 

O’Brien, 575 F.3d at 585. 

The differences in working experiences identified by FTS do not compel the 

conclusion that the district court abused its discretion. Some alleged differences are 

simply not supported by the record. For example, FTS claims technicians 

underreported time “for their own pecuniary gain.” Br. for Appellant at 27. The 

assertion finds no support in the record. FTS cites the testimony of a technician 

who stated, like the other technicians, “the supervisor is telling me that I need to 

shave my hours,” and “all the technicians falsify their sheets” for this reason. 

(R.456: Fischer Cross, PageID.11597-98.) As one FTS executive testified, there is 

no benefit whatsoever to technicians who underreport their time. (R.459: Conn 

Cross, PageID.11851.) 
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Other differences cited by FTS are genuine but immaterial. For example, 

FTS points out that in some instances, technicians underreported their hours; in 

other instances, managers themselves directly altered timesheets. Br. for Appellant 

at 24. This is a distinction without a difference. As technicians consistently 

testified, the underreporting requirement came from management. As management 

told one technician regarding lunch breaks that were not actually taken, “you put it 

on there or I’ll put it on there.” (R.447: Dabbs Direct, PageID.10262, 10268.) 

Either manner of underreporting violates the FLSA in equal measure. 

Other differences identified by FTS ignore the totality of the evidence. For 

example, while Appellees worked in different profit centers and under a number of 

managers, the distinction is irrelevant given the central allegation in this case: that 

FTS, as a company, subjected technicians to a unified time-shaving policy. 

Variations in location and supervisor are relevant only if the allegations turn on 

localized decision-making. Cf. Wal-Mart v. Dukes, 131 S. Ct. 2541 (2011). The 

evidence in the record refutes any notion that underreporting can be attributed to a 

motley assortment of rogue managers. “[R]egardless of what a company’s official 

policy says, some evidence that a separate policy is enforced by ‘more than a rogue 

manager or two’ supports a conclusion that similarly situated employees were 

subject to a common practice violating the FLSA.” See Blakes v. Ill. Bell Tel. Co., 

2011 WL 2446598, at *5 (N.D. Ill. June 15, 2011); Beauperthuy v. 24 Hour 
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Fitness USA, Inc., 2008 WL 793838, at *4 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 24, 2008) (“Based on 

the available testimony, it would appear that all…managers are rogues and that 

[the employer] encouraged this rogue behavior. [The employees] sufficiently 

allege that, rogue or otherwise, the managers were following corporate policy in 

violation of the FLSA.”). 

FTS points out variations in the amount of unrecorded time worked by 

technicians. But as discussed below, such variations do not require decertification. 

Where, as here, an employer has violated its legal duty to maintain accurate time 

records, employees may show the extent of their uncompensated work as matter of 

just and reasonable inference, and the court can award damages even if the amount 

is only an approximate. Mt. Clemens, 328 U.S. at 687. 

Ultimately, the district court did not abuse its considerable discretion in 

finding that the experience binding Appellees together strongly predominates over 

what little divides them. As the court found, “[Appellees]’ claims rely on a series 

of common methods by which Defendants allegedly deprived technicians proper 

overtime pay regardless of location or supervisor.” (R.238: Order Denying 

Decertification, PageID.5428.) “Such a unifying set of facts and theories,” the 

court recognized, “strongly counsels against decertification.” (Id.) See O’Brien, 

575 F.3d at 585 (employees are similarly situated if “their claims were unified by 

common theories of defendants’ statutory violations, even if the proofs of these 
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theories are inevitably individualized and distinct”); England v. New Century Fin. 

Corp., 370 F.Supp.2d 504, 507 (M.D. La. 2005) (“If there is sufficient evidence of 

an employer’s pattern of subjecting employees to the same improper practice, that 

would be sufficient to warrant a finding of similarity justifying collective 

adjudication.”); Khadera v. ABM Indus. Inc., 2011 WL 7064235, at *3 (W.D. 

Wash. Dec. 1, 2011) (minor distinctions among employees insufficient to warrant 

decertification); Frank v. Gold’n Plump Poultry, Inc., 2007 WL 2780504, at *4 (D. 

Minn. Sept. 24, 2007) (“If one zooms in close enough on anything, differences will 

abound….Plaintiffs’ claims need to be considered at a higher level of 

abstraction.”). 

(2) Alleged Individualized Defenses Do Not Warrant 

Decertification. 

 

 The district court likewise did not abuse its discretion in finding that FTS 

failed to allege individualized defenses warranting decertification.  

FTS claims to raise a host of defenses in this case. See Br. for Appellant at 

32. Properly distilled, however, FTS asserts only two defenses: (1) the extent to 

which technicians underreported time, and (2) the extent to which FTS had 

knowledge of the underreporting. As courts have long recognized, employers can 

adequately raise these defenses—as FTS did here—in a collective forum. E.g., 

Falcon v. Starbucks Corp., 580 F.Supp.2d 528, 540 (S.D. Tex. 2008) (whether 

defendants had knowledge of off-the-clock work may be proven through 
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representative testimony); Wilks v. Pep Boys, 2006 WL 2821700, at *3 (M.D. 

Tenn. Sept. 26, 2006) (defenses could be raised in a collective forum, where the 

defendant would be free to present evidence of its employment policies and 

practices, to cross-examine plaintiffs, and to call to the stand other witnesses). 

With respect to FTS’s extent-of-overtime defense, FTS’s claim that it must 

examine every technician runs afoul of the rule announced in Mount Clemens. An 

employer who has not kept time records in compliance with the FLSA “cannot be 

heard to complain that damages lack the exactness and precision of measurement 

that would be possible had he kept records….” Cole Enters., 62 F.3d at 780-81. 

The same point applies in equal force to FTS’s claimed knowledge defense. 

FTS can adequately present the defense in a collective forum. See Butler v. 

DirectSAT USA, LLC, 47 F.Supp.3d 300, 312-13 (D. Md. 2014) (“The question of 

whether Defendants were aware of the ‘off the clock’ work could be adequately 

raised at trial by using representative testimony.”). “The obligation [to pay 

overtime] is the employer’s and it is absolute…. The employer at its peril had to 

keep track of the amount of overtime worked….” Caserta v. Home Lines Agency, 

Inc., 273 F.2d 943, 946 (2d Cir. 1959). Under Section 7(a)(1), however, a plaintiff 

must show that he was “employed” by the employer in order to prove a violation. 

As defined in Section 203(g), “‘Employ’ includes to suffer or permit to work.” 

Some courts have interpreted the words “suffer” and “permit” to mean with the 
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actual or constructive knowledge of the employer. See, e.g., Forrester v. Roth’s 

IGA Foodliner, Inc., 646 F.2d 413, 414 (9th Cir. 1981). But even these courts have 

not permitted the person-by-person, minute-by-minute mode of analysis FTS seeks 

here. As the district court recognized, a worker is “employed” “[s]o long as 

Defendants were generally aware—either actually or constructively—of the types 

of practices that Plaintiffs allege were used to deny them overtime.” (R.238: Order 

Denying Decertification, PageID.5429.) See Khadera, 2011 WL 7064235, at *3. 

Courts do not consider a worker “unemployed” for purposes of the FLSA unless 

there is a complete absence of evidence that the employer knew or should have 

known about the uncompensated time. See, e.g., Reich v. Dep’t of Conservation & 

Natural Res., 28 F.3d 1076, 1083-84 (11th Cir. 1994) (employer had constructive 

knowledge when supervisors were “specifically instructed” to “closely monitor” 

hours); Brennan v. Gen. Motors Acceptance Corp., 482 F.2d 825, 827 (5th Cir. 

1973) (worker “employed” where employer discouraged employees from reporting 

overtime). 

At its core, FTS’s argument boils down to an assertion that an employer may 

force each worker to prove his claim on a person-by-person basis regardless of the 

allegations of common harm. This argument proves too much, and cannot be 

reconciled with Mount Clemens.  

(3) Fairness and Procedural Consideration Warranted 

Certification. 
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 The district court similarly did not err in finding that “[f]airness and 

procedural considerations…strongly militate against decertification.” (R.238: 

Order Denying Decertification, PageID.5431.) As the court found, proceeding 

individually would prove “so unwieldy and expensive as to substantially hinder, if 

not preclude…resolution by judicial means.” (Id.) See Wilks, 2006 WL 2821700, at 

*8 (“[A]ny requirement that each plaintiff prove his or her claims individually 

would waste more judicial time and resources than trying their cases individually 

would preserve.”). 

 Indeed, decertification would be particularly unfair given the conduct 

involved in this case. Allowing a company with a demonstrated top-down policy of 

underreporting hours to escape collective treatment because of minor variations in 

the manner of underreporting would effectively place a judicial imprimatur on the 

illegal practice itself. Even worse, such a decision would amount to a roadmap for 

future illegal conduct: suggesting that if an employer tells its managers to steal 

from employees—just vary the details—the law poses no obstacle.  

Such a result would “contravene[] the policy behind collective actions…of 

allowing plaintiffs to vindicate their rights with lower individual costs…and 

benefitting the judicial system through efficient resolution in one proceeding….” 

Nerland v. Caribou Coffee Co., Inc., 564 F.Supp. 2d 1010, 1026 (D. Minn. 2007). 

Decertification would likewise harm FTS’s business competitors, leaving in place 
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the same “unfair method[s] of competition in commerce” Congress meant to stamp 

out when it enacted the FLSA. See 29 U.S.C. § 202(a). These competitors would 

face a difficult choice: either adopt the same illegal timekeeping practice employed 

by FTS or operate at a competitive disadvantage in the marketplace.  

Principally, decertifying this case would gravely undermine “the deterrent 

effect which Congress plainly intended” the FLSA to impose. See Brooklyn Sav. 

Bank, 324 U.S. at 709. Few employees have the means or financial incentive to 

vindicate their rights on an individual basis. Once decertified, paying an occasional 

individual judgment or settlement becomes a mere cost of doing business—and an 

insubstantial one compared to the “millions of dollars a year” a company like FTS 

stands to save by systematically underreporting time. (See R.459: Conn Cross, 

PageID.11850-51.)  

D. The District Court’s Certification Decision Is Faithful to 

Precedent. 

 

 Relevant cases examining similar misconduct only confirm the district 

court’s proper exercise of discretion here.  

The circumstances in O’Brien itself are strikingly similar. There, the 

plaintiffs alleged two common ways their employer violated the FLSA by: 1) 

requiring off-the-clock work, and 2) editing employees’ time punches.  O’Brien, 

575 F.3d at 584. The district court had determined that an “individualized analysis” 
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of factual circumstances surrounding each alleged violation was needed, and 

decertified the case. Id.   

This Court specifically disagreed with and disavowed the district court’s 

certification analysis. Id. at 585. This Court concluded that plaintiffs were 

“similarly situated” because their claims were unified by “common theories of the 

defendants’ statutory violations, even if the proofs of these theories are inevitably 

individualized and distinct.” Id.
26

   

Mount Clemens, although better known for its seminal “just and reasonable 

inference” standard, points in the same direction. There, a group of 300 employees 

rested their claims on the testimony of eight employees whose estimates of 

uncompensated time spent walking to work stations ranged from thirty seconds to 

eight minutes. Mt. Clemens Pottery Co. v. Anderson, 149 F.2d 461, 461-62 (6th 

Cir. 1945). The court of appeals held that the employees could not recover because 

they had supposedly failed “to show by evidence, not resting upon conjecture, the 

extent of overtime worked.” Id. at 465. The Supreme Court, of course, rejected the 

court of appeals’ formulation, permitting the employees to show the “amount and 

                                                           
26

 O’Brien ultimately affirmed the district court because, given the Court’s other 

unrelated rulings, there were no plaintiffs remaining who alleged suffering from 

either of the common unlawful practices. Id. at 586. FTS attacks O’Brien’s main 

holding as dicta, but fails to acknowledge that the “opinion by a court on a 

question that is directly involved, briefed, and argued by counsel, and…passed on 

by the court” is entitled to considerable weight. See ACLU v. McCreary County, 

Ky., 607 F.3d 439, 448 (6th Cir. 2010). 
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extent of [their] work as a matter of just and reasonable inference” and directing 

the court to “award damages…even though the result be only approximate.” Mt. 

Clemens, 328 U.S. at 687-88.  

Other courts, including those in this circuit, have denied motions to decertify 

similar off-the-clock cases despite claimed differences in the plaintiffs’ job duties, 

hours worked, supervisors, or locations. See, e.g., Thompson v. Camp, 967 

F.Supp.2d 733, 1222 (1948) (denying decertification in a cable installer case where 

claims were unified by common allegations and legal theories); Khadera, 2011 

WL 7064235, at *5; Wilks, 2006 WL 2821700, at *5; Crawford v. Lexington-

Fayette Urban County, 2008 WL 2885230, at *8-9 (E.D. Ky. July 22, 2008); 

Kautsch v. Premier Comm., 2008 WL 294271, at *2-3 (W.D. Mo. Jan. 31, 2008); 

Falcon, 580 F.Supp.2d at 536-37; Moss v. Crawford & Co., 201 F.R.D. 398, 410-

11 (W.D. Pa. 2000). 

The Seventh Circuit’s decision in Espenscheid v. DirectSat USA, LLC, 705 

F.3d 770 (7th Cir. 2013), does not compel a different result. Espenscheid involved 

a Rule 23 class covering over 2,300 employees. Id. at 772. Before trial, the district 

court proposed bifurcating liability and damages and dividing the class into  

subclasses, and “asked the plaintiffs’ lawyer to propose a specific plan for 

litigating the case within the framework” established by the court. Id. at 775. After 

the plaintiffs’ counsel “responded rather truculently by opposing bifurcation and 
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subclasses and refusing to suggest a feasible alternative,” the district court 

decertified the class. Id. at 775-76. The Seventh Circuit found no abuse of 

discretion. Id. at 777. 

The differences between Espenscheid and this case are self-evident. 

Espenscheid was a FLSA collective and Rule 23 class action covering over 2,300 

employees in several subclasses. Id. at 772.  Moreover, in applying Rule 23’s more 

stringent predominance standard, the Espenscheid court specifically noted its 

disagreement with this Court’s contrary analysis in O’Brien. Id. at 772. What is 

more, the court applied that heightened standard in a wildly different procedural 

and factual setting. On the procedure: the Seventh Circuit considered whether the 

district court erred in decertifying multiple classes in light of the plaintiffs’ refusal 

to propose a trial plan within the parameters outlined by the district court; here, the 

question presented is whether the district court properly denied decertification after 

Appellees proposed a trial plan based on the agreement of the parties. On the facts: 

the combined proposed classes in Espenscheid were nearly ten times larger than 

the group here and concerned a different employer with unique pay practices—the 

Seventh Circuit’s opinion cites none of the evidence of a common corporate time-

shaving policy or the “unifying set of facts and theories” the district court found 

here. (R.238: Order Denying Decertification, PageID.5428.) The standard of 

appellate review also bears repeating: “A court’s determination that the evidence 
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shows a particular group of opt-in plaintiffs are similarly situated is a finding of 

fact” reversible “only if it is clearly erroneous.” Morgan, 551 F.3d at 1260. Given 

that deferential standard, and district courts’ superior vantage point on the factual 

record, there is no inherent inconsistency between Espenscheid and this case.  

In other words, Espenscheid is worth very little outside the context in which 

it arose. See Butler, 47 F.Supp.3d at 312-13; Indergit v. Rite Aid Corp., 52 

F.Supp.3d 522, 524-25 (S.D.N.Y. 2014); Thompson, 967 F.Supp.2d at 1216-17. 

E. The District Court Committed No Error in Allowing the 

Presentation of Representative Proof. 

 

 FTS raises the same arguments in support of decertification through a 

different lens: by faulting the district court’s trial plan. But once again, the district 

court committed no reversible error.  

(1) The District Court’s Trial Plan Is Consistent with the 

Parties’ Agreement. 

   

Early in this litigation, the parties agreed on the crucial parameters of 

discovery and trial based on representative proof. FTS waived any argument that 

the product of the parties’ agreement was error. 

The parties’ agreement contained three elements: (1) to limit discovery “to a 

representative sample of fifty” Appellees; (2) to identify “fifty (50) Plaintiffs they 

believe are representative” of the class, with Appellees’ counsel selecting forty 

technicians and FTS’s counsel selecting ten technicians who would make up the 
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representative group; and (3) to adopt “a trial plan based on representative proof” 

which would propose “a certain number of Plaintiffs from the pool of fifty (50) 

representative sample Plaintiffs that may be called as trial witnesses.” (R.162: 

Stipulation, PageID.1793-94; R.249-1: Affidavit, PageID.5583-84.)  

Any argument that the district court’s trial plan—based on these very 

parameters—was legally flawed is waived under the doctrine of “invited error.”
27

 

The doctrine of “invited error” is a branch of the doctrine of waiver by which 

courts prevent a party from inducing an erroneous ruling and later seeking to profit 

from the legal consequences of having the ruling set aside. See Harvis v. Roadway 

Exp. Inc., 923 F.2d 59, 61 (6th Cir. 1991). The doctrine is “a cardinal rule of 

appellate review,” and is “based on reliance interests similar to those that support 

the doctrines of equitable and promissory estoppel.” Id.  

The doctrine must be invoked here. The entire course of litigation in this 

case—from discovery, though trial and decertification proceedings—was premised 

on the parties’ agreement. FTS cannot, without grave prejudice to Appellees, now 

claim that the process and parameters to which it agreed were erroneously adopted 

by the district court. The district court refused to “accept Defendants’ contention 

that the parties’ stipulated agreement to limit discovery to fifty representative 

plaintiffs did not also manifest Defendants’ acquiescence to a process by which the 

                                                           
27

 Of course, there was no error in this instance. But FTS’s invitation alone is 

sufficient to invoke the doctrine.  
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remaining members of the class would not have to produce evidence as a 

prerequisite to proceeding to trial on their claims.” (R.238: Order Denying 

Decertification, PageID. 5419.) There is no basis for this Court to reach a contrary 

result.  

(2) The District Court’s Trial Plan Resulted in a Verdict 

Supported by Sufficient Evidence. 

 

Even setting aside the parties’ agreement, however, the court’s trial plan 

allowed for a full and fair presentation of Appellees’ case and FTS’s defense, 

resulting in a verdict supported by sufficient evidence.  

FTS first claims the technicians called at trial were insufficiently 

representative of the group as a whole. See Br. for Appellant at 40. But this 

argument is little more than a rearguard attack on the district court’s certification 

decision. As courts have recognized, once plaintiffs are deemed “similarly 

situated” under the FLSA, they are “similarly situated enough to testify as 

representatives of one another.” See Morgan, 551 F.3d at 1279-80. 

More fundamentally, FTS’s argument rests on a flawed premise: that trial 

witnesses are little more than isolated statistical units who bear no relationship to 

one another. But as courts have long recognized, the validity of representative 

proof is based on the character and quality—not quantity—of the testimony. Sec’y 

of Lab. v. DeSisto, 929 F.2d 789, 795 (1st Cir. 1991); Reich v. S. New England 

Telecomm., 121 F.3d 58, 67 (2d Cir. 1997). Most cases, therefore, “involve a fairly 
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small employee population.” Id. (testimony from 39 sufficient to support award to 

1500 employees); Donovan v. Burger King Corp., 672 F.2d 221, 224-25 (1st Cir. 

1982) (testimony of six employees from six restaurants sufficient to support 

backpay award to 246 employees at forty-four restaurants); Mt. Clemens, 328 U.S. 

at 690-91, 692-93 (testimony of eight of approximately 300 employees sufficient 

to establish entitlement to recovery). 

The Eleventh Circuit’s decision in Morgan—cited with approval in 

O’Brien—illustrates the point best. There, the employer claimed that the testimony 

of seven plaintiffs was insufficiently representative to support an award to 1,424 

plaintiffs. Morgan, 551 F.3d at 1266. But the court noted that the verdict “was not 

based on the testimony of just seven Plaintiffs.” Id. at 1267. Rather, the verdict was 

based on testimony from workers, executives, and managers with knowledge 

spanning multiple locations, expansive payroll records, and a variety of other 

corporate documents. Id. The court concluded that “[t]he jury’s verdict is well-

supported not simply by ‘representative testimony,’ but rather by a volume of good 

old-fashioned direct evidence.” Id. Morgan recognized the commonsense principle, 

applicable in all cases, that “microscopic dissection of bits and pieces of evidence 

when laid out in a cold record overlooks the truism that ‘logically the sum is often 

greater than the aggregate of the parts, and the cumulation of instances…may have 
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a probative force immensely greater than any one of them alone.’” United States v. 

Dardi, 330 F.2d 316, 325 (2d Cir. 1964)). 

The same principle holds true here. The total quantum of proof—including 

the testimony of technicians chosen by both parties—was more than sufficient to 

support a reliable verdict. On liability, there was ample evidence, including 

testimony from technicians, managers, administrators, and executives—as well as 

timesheets and payroll records—showing that FTS engaged in a pattern and 

practice of underreporting. And on damages, there was a sound basis to make the 

“just and reasonable inference” that the nontestifying Appellees performed work 

for which they were not compensated. Mt. Clemens, 328 U.S. at 688. 

FTS cites minor inconsistencies
28

 in the trial record which it claims render 

the verdict unreliable. But the “the bulk of evidence” demonstrates that Appellees 

were all subject to the same time-shaving policy, even if the manner of violation 

                                                           
28

 Many alleged differences identified by FTS are not supported by a fair reading 

of the record. For example, FTS claims that one technician suffered no damages 

while working at the Madison/Nashville office, yet eighteen other technicians who 

worked in the same office were awarded damages. See Br. for Appellant at 41. The 

technician FTS refers to did not offer evidence of underreporting at 

Madison/Nashville because he worked at that location for only “four or five 

weeks” and did not have sufficient experience there to offer testimony of 

underreporting. (See R.451: Lighty Direct, PageID.10871.) Other technicians with 

more experience in the office, however, testified that FTS’s underreporting policies 

were enforced at the Madison profit center in the same manner as other offices. 

(See R.455: Gary Direct, PageID.11399; R.456: Fischer Direct, PageID.11568-

75.).) Courts frequently cite such attempts to “exaggerate th[e] distinctions” in 

employment experiences as ground for denying decertification. See, e.g., Khadera, 

2011 WL 7064235, at *3. 
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varied slightly. Morgan, 551 F.3d at 1263 (affirming certification where the “bulk 

of the evidence” demonstrated that employees were similarly situated). To proceed 

collectively, a group of employees must only be “similarly situated”—not 

“identically situated.” Id. at 1243. As numerous courts have recognized, 

inconsistencies in employees’ testimony do not necessarily negate the suitability of 

such testimony as representative. See McLaughlin v. Ho Fat Seto, 850 F.2d 586, 

589 (9th Cir. 1988) (fairly representative testimony satisfied the employees’ 

burden under Mt. Clemens even though “inconsistent in terms of exact days and 

hours of overtime worked”). Rather, the employees’ burden under Mt. Clemens is 

satisfied by showing a generally consistent pattern from which a reasonable 

inference may be drawn, thereby shifting the burden to the employer to negate this 

showing with precise evidence. See Mt. Clemens, 328 U.S. at 686-88; see also Ho 

Fat Seto, 850 F.2d at 589; Donovan v. Simmons Petroleum Corp., 725 F.2d 83, 86 

n.3 (10th Cir. 1983). Appellees met that burden.  

(3) The District Court’s Trial Plan Satisfied Due Process. 

 

FTS claims the trial format unconstitutionally prohibited it from presenting 

its defense; the record shows otherwise.  

The district court’s trial plan did not inhibit FTS in any way. Under the plan, 

either party could call any of the fifty technicians the parties designated as 

representative. FTS identified all fifty as potential witnesses, but declined to call a 
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single one. Moreover, no order of the court precluded FTS from calling non-party 

technicians—or even Appellee technicians outside the designated group of fifty—

to rebut the testimony offered by Appellees.  

The trial plan fully met the requirements of due process. “Due process is 

flexible and calls for such procedural protections as the particular situation 

demands.” Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 334 (1976) (courts must balance 

the relevant factors under the Supreme Court’s functional approach). Here, FTS 

was afforded the opportunity to present its defense in “a meaningful manner.” 

Armstrong v. Manzo, 380 U.S. 545, 552 (1965). That FTS agreed to a trial plan 

adopted by the court and ultimately chose to avail itself of far less process than the 

court actually afforded only reinforces this conclusion.   

II. THE DISTRICT COURT PROPERLY APPLIED THE LAW IN 

AWARDING DAMAGES. 

 

 FTS finds fault with the district court’s award of backpay for a variety of 

reasons. Ultimately, none persuades, and the district court’s fair and reasonable 

award of damages should by upheld. 

A. The Court Did Not Violate the Seventh Amendment in Awarding 

Damages. 

 

 FTS claims that the district court usurped the jury’s role in calculating 

damages. But this is not so, for one simple reason: the jury is not entitled to pass on 

issues that the court properly ruled on as a matter of law. “[A] court may render 
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judgment as a matter of law as to some portion of a jury award if it is compelled by 

a legal rule or if there can be no genuine issue as to the correct calculation of 

damages.” Lulaj v. Wackenhut Corp., 512 F.3d 760, 766 (6th Cir. 2008); see Neely 

v. Martin K. Eby Const. Co., 386 U.S. 317 (1967) (“Rule 50…does not violate the 

Seventh Amendment’s guarantee of a jury trial.”). 

 The jury was not required to “find,” for example, technicians’ regular rate 

when all parties agreed such rates could be gleaned from FTS’s payroll records. 

Nor was the jury required to make findings on purely legal issues, such as whether 

the 1.5 or .5 multiplier rate applied, or issues reserved for the court, such whether 

Appellees were “similarly situated.” The only material, factually disputed issue for 

the jury to pass on was the average number of unrecorded weekly hours worked by 

the testifying representative technicians. The district court committed no error 

ruling on the remaining issues as a matter of law. See, e.g., Maliza v. 2001 Mar-os 

Fashion Inc., 2010 WL 502955 (E.D.N.Y. Feb. 10, 2010) (following trial, in which 

the jury determined hours rather than unpaid wages, the plaintiff submitted 

damages calculations to the court to enter as the plaintiff’s judgment award). 

Regardless, FTS waived any argument that the jury should have performed 

the arithmetic on damages. After trial, the court expressed a willingness to convene 

a second jury to calculate damages. Counsel for FTS forcefully and repeatedly 

rebuffed the district court, stating four separate times that convening a jury to 
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determine damages was, in FTS’s view, “not allowed” and “not appropriate.” 

(R.444: Status Conference, PageID.10172-73.) 

FTS has, at most, preserved a claim that the district court erred in bifurcating 

the case—an argument FTS does not raise on appeal. The doctrine of invited error 

bars any argument on appeal based on the court’s failure to require the jury to 

perform damages calculations.  

B. The Evidence at Trial Was Sufficient To Support an Award to the 

Nontestifying Appellees. 

 

FTS claims that the jury’s findings are insufficient to support an award to the 

technicians who did not testify. The evidence, including testimony from 

representative technicians chosen by both parties, managers, administrators, and 

executives, as well as timesheets and payroll records, showed that FTS engaged in 

a pattern and practice of violations of the FLSA. This evidence was more than 

sufficient to shift the burden to FTS to negate this showing with precise evidence. 

See Mt. Clemens, 328 U.S. at 686-88; Ho Fat Seto, 850 F.2d at 589; Simmons 

Petroleum Corp., 725 F.2d at 86 n.3. 

When calculating damages, a “district court…has a great deal of discretion 

in determining the most accurate amount to be awarded.” Brock, 835 F.2d at 828. 

The district court’s methodology of awarding nontestifying Appellees the average 

number of weekly unrecorded hours worked by the testifying Appellees is firmly 

rooted in case law. Indeed, Mount Clemens itself blessed using such “estimated 
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average[s].” See Mt. Clemens, 328 U.S. at 686-88; Mt. Clemens, 149 F.2d at 465. 

Numerous other courts have employed the same methodology. See, e.g., Pineda-

Herrera v. Da-Ar-Da, Inc., 2011 WL 2133825 (E.D.N.Y. May 26, 2011) 

(awarding FLSA damages based on post-trial letter briefs following jury verdict); 

Perez v. Mountaire Farms, Inc., No. 06-121, ECF No. 141 (D. Md. July 31, 2009) 

(final judgment for hundreds of opt-in plaintiffs calculated after trial); Baden-

Winterwood v. Life Time Fitness Inc., 729 F.Supp.2d 965, 997-1001 (S.D. Ohio 

2010) (calculating damages by taking average of hours worked per week by 

testifying employees); Cowan v. Treetop Enterprises, 163 F.Supp.2d 930, 938-39 

(M.D. Tenn. 2001) (using averages to determine back wages owed to entire class); 

McLaughlin v. DialAmerica Mktg., Inc., 716 F.Supp. 812, 825-826 (D.N.J. 1989) 

(using testimony from a representative sample of 43 of 400 plaintiffs to determine 

average back wages owed to the class). 

C. The District Court Properly Applied An Overtime Multiplier of 

1.5. 

 

The district court did not err in determining that overtime damages should be 

calculated at one-and-one-half times Appellees’ regular rate. 

The FLSA states that workers must be compensated at 1.5 times the regular 

rate for overtime hours worked. 29 U.S.C. § 207. When workers are paid by the 

piece, employers are typically required to pay only an additional 0.5 times the 

regular rate for overtime work. 29 C.F.R. § 778.111(a). This calculation is 
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premised, however, on the assumption that the piece-rate pay compensates the 

worker for all the straight time—including the overtime hours—necessary to 

complete the pieces. The result is that the worker still ends up with 1.5 times the 

regular rate—the regular rate already paid (1.0) and half-time rate (0.5) added 

together equals 1.5 times the regular rate.  As explained under the applicable FLSA 

regulations: 

When an employee is employed on a piece-rate basis, the regular 

hourly rate of pay is computed by adding together total earnings for 

the workweek from piece rates and all other sources.... This sum is 

then divided by the number of hours worked in the week for which 

such compensation was paid, to yield the pieceworker’s ‘regular rate’ 

for that week…. Only additional half-time pay is required in such 

cases where the employee has already received straight-time 

compensation at piece rates or by supplementary payments for all 

hours worked. 

 

29 C.F.R. § 778.111(a). 

FTS assumes that just because the regulations allow employers to pay 

overtime at the .5 rate on a prospective basis, the same calculation must apply 

retroactively when an employee is forced to work for free in the first instance. But 

the premise that piece wages cover all hours worked evaporates when an employee 

is required to work off-the-clock. As one FTS executive admitted during trial, any 

overtime paid was based solely on hours recorded on timesheets—no more, no 

less. (R.453: Downey Direct, PageID.11086 (technicians “got paid for all of the 

time that [they] recorded.”).)  
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FTS cannot credibly claim that it paid technicians for off-the-clock hours nor 

soundly argue that the FLSA’s regulations allow them to use those unrecorded 

hours to the company’s benefit. The FLSA regulations provide that “[t]he regular 

hourly rate of pay of an employee is determined by dividing his total remuneration 

for employment…in any workweek by the total number of hours actually worked 

by him in that workweek for which such compensation was paid.” 29 C.F.R. § 

778.109 (emphasis added). Here, FTS paid technicians solely for recorded hours 

and, as such, those recorded hours alone are the proper divisor in calculating 

regular rate.   

D. The District Court’s Instructions and Rulings on Commuting 

Time Were Correct. 

 

On the issue of commuting time, FTS manufactures controversy. It claims 

that the district court “instructed the jury that…it should include technicians’ 

commute home at the end of the day as compensable….” Br. for Appellant at 59. 

The district court did no such thing. Rather, the court instructed: “[A]n employer is 

not required to compensate employees for commuting time that comes after an 

employee’s last activity that is worked and that is not followed immediately by 

additional work.” (R.463: Jury Instructions, PageID.12276.) The court further 

instructed the jury that “[e]ven if an individual performs tasks… immediately after 

an evening commute, the employer is not required to compensate the employee for 

the commute if the employee was free to perform the various tasks at any point or 
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another point during the day.” (Id. at 12276.) These instructions accurately recite 

the law, and this Court must presume the jury followed them. See, e.g., Roberts v. 

Carter, 337 F.3d 609, 615 (6th Cir. 2003). 

Despite these instructions, FTS argues that no reasonable juror could 

conclude that technicians were owed for commuting time. Br. for Appellant at 61. 

But the jury could reasonably have concluded that completing paperwork 

immediately upon returning home was both necessary and required by FTS. See 

Statement of the Case § I.C(2)(c) (citing testimony showing that doing paperwork 

at home was a job requirement and technicians were too busy to complete their 

paperwork during the day). Regardless, to overturn the verdict, this Court would 

have to determine that the jury returned a verdict that included non-compensable 

commute time in defiance of the district court’s instructions. All of this calls for 

speculation and is entirely improper at the appellate stage of review. See Coal Res., 

Inc., 865 F.2d at 767; Thompson v. Paasche, 950 F.2d 306, 312 (6th Cir. 1991).  

E. If This Court Finds Error in the District Court’s Damages 

Award, the Jury’s Verdict on Liability Need Not Be Disturbed. 

 

FTS last argues that a reversal on any damages issue would necessitate a 

new trial on liability as well. The Seventh Amendment does not compel such a 

result. “[It is] now settled that this Court has the authority to limit the issues upon 

remand to the District Court for a new trial, and that such action does not violate 

the Seventh Amendment….” Thompson v. Camp, 167 F.2d at 734; Simon v. Phillip 
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Morris Inc., 200 F.R.D. 21, 25-39 (E.D.N.Y. 2001) (explaining the scope of the 

Seventh Amendment’s Re-examination Clause). 

In this case, there is no justification for disturbing the jury’s verdict on 

liability. Any damages issues identified by this Court could be addressed by the 

district court in a manner that avoids the “confusing or uncertain” presentation 

implicating Seventh Amendment concerns.   

CONCLUSION 

 

The judgment of the district court should be affirmed.  
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ADDENDUM 

 

DESIGNATION OF RELEVANT  

DISTRICT COURT DOCUMENTS 

 

Dkt. 

No. 
Description of Document PgID 

1 Complaint 1 

77 
Order Adopting Report and Recommendation and Granting 

Motion to Conditionally Certify Class 
893 

162 

Joint Motion and Memorandum for Modification of Discovery, 

Expert Witness, and Dispositive Motion Deadlines & Joint Motion 

for a New Trial Date 

1794 

238 
Order Denying FTS' Motion to Decertify Class and Motion for 

Summary Judgment 
5431 

249-1 

Affidavit of Rachhana T. Srey in Support of Appellees' Opposition 

to FTS' Motion to Preclude Appellees From Using "Representative 

Proof" at Trial 

5582 

251 Notice of FTS' Rule 26(a)(3) Pretrial Disclosures and Witness List 5649 

314 Appellees' Pretrial Disclosures and Witness List 6893 

364-1 Special Verdict Form 7320 

366 Final Exhibit and Witness List 7323 

383 
Appellees' Motion and Memorandum of Law for Entry of 

Judgment with Damages 
7353 
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396 
Order Granting Appellees’ Motion for Entry of Judgment with 

Damages 
7587 

405 FTS' Renewed Motion for Judgment as a Matter of Law 7606 

406 FTS' Motion for a New Trial 7982 

441 FTS' Renewed Motion for Decertification 9723 

444 Telephone Status Conference Transcript (07/02/2012) 10167 

447 Trial Transcript (09/21/2011 PM) 10189 

448 Trial Transcript (09/22/2011 AM) 10358 

449 Trial Transcript (09/22/2011 PM) 10464 

451 Trial Transcript (09/19/2011 PM) 10737 

452 Trial Transcript (09/19/2011 PM) 10897 

453 Trial Transcript (09/20/2011 AM) 10982 

454 Trial Transcript (09/20/2011 PM) 11175 

455 Trial Transcript (09/21/2011 AM) 11332 
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456 Trial Transcript (09/26/2011 AM) 11508 

458 Trial Transcript (09/26/2011 PM ) 11695 

459 Trial Transcript (09/27/2011 AM) 11744 

460 Trial Transcript (10/03/2011 AM) 11858 

461 Trial Transcript (10/03/2011 PM) 12030 

463 Trial Transcript (10/04/2011 PM) 12239 

464 Order Denying FTS' Post-Trial Motions 12371 
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